Frontline Test Services™
for Medical Applications

Training
knowledge and capabilities
• Technology training for managers
• In-depth training for engineers
• Use of test tools to an advanced level

Validation Testing
conformance with the specification
• Bluetooth Protocols - PTS
• RF testing Bluetooth Classic and LE - TLF3000
• HCI BLE testing - Harmony

App Testing
confidence across platforms
• Performance, functionality, UI and UX
• Intermittent or transitory issues and unexpected behaviors
• Security vulnerabilities and resilience to cyber-attacks

Product Launch
market readiness
• In-depth assessment to ensure interoperability
• Balanced approach to confidence versus time and cost
• Validation and correction of field issues

Interoperability Database
live results via secure website
• Supporting information: observations, logs and capture files
• In-built bug tracking or links to your system
• Database of phones and their features

Benchmarking
performance and usability
• Product analysis of features, user interface and user experience
• Competitive in customer surveys
• Competitor analysis for comparison and product improvements

Pre-production
confidence before launch
• Root-cause analysis (RCA) determines faults
• Improved battery life
• White lists of supported devices

Post-production
issues and feature additions
• Ensured interoperability against new or updated devices
• Increased market coverage
• Updates and new features do not compromise your product